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In the late 1970s I was involved in founding a 
Dutch walking magazine, Op Lemen Voeten - 
‘Feet of Clay’. The name refers to dirty boots 
but is also an ironic reference to the giant 
metal statue in the Bible (Book of Daniel) that 
had feet of clay and could therefore fall over 
any moment – we weren’t confident that 
we’d be successful! Initially a newsletter of a 
shop specializing in maps and guidebooks, Op 
Lemen Voeten became a regular magazine in 
1979. 
 
We’re now celebrating the mag’s 35th anniversary – yes, it was a success - and I was asked to contribute 
an article in that context. Of course it would have been logical to look back on those 35 years, during 
which I contributed over a hundred articles, book reviews and outdoor news items. But I’ll be 
interviewed for the mag coming autumn in a ‘historical’ context anyway: I’ll retrace a route I described 
in an early 1980s walking guide for the Netherlands with one of the present editors. So I decided that 
writing about the future of walking would be more interesting. As I’m 2x35 myself now that future is 
naturally limited. The solution was to talk – on foot, 2x35 kilometres, of course - to some friends of the 
post-70s generation I made in the Club:  
 

 Carolyn Lettner (Canada), procurement officer at the IAEA 

 Delia Rahmonova-Schwarz (Uzbekistan/Germany), Afghanistan advisor at the OSCE  

 Natalie Rios (Brazil), food biologist and intern at UNIDO  

 Pablo Gonzalez Alvarez (Belgium/Spain), civil engineering student, oldest son of our president 
Isabelle 

 Serwah Sabetghadam (Iran), PhD student informatics at the Technical University  

 Sina Ansari (Iran), a former teacher who leads a double life in Vienna as a sociology student 
and film maker 

 
During our ‘walktalks’ we covered the following topics:  
 

 How do you become a hiker? 

 What does hiking do to you? 

 How does youth culture discourage hiking? 

 How can you motivate young people to become hikers?   
 
And looking ahead everyone recommended the same: become an adventurer!  
  

 
 

‘I hope they’ll still be looking for adventure in thirty-five years’ 
time, with or without a family’. Delia’s twins and a future 
playground (photo: Delia Rahmonova-Schwarz). 

 



1. How do you become a hiker? 
 
Nationality and social background are important: it makes 
quite a difference whether you grow up in the Canadian 
Rockies or in a desert, and whether you grow up among 
outdoor people. Part of Carolyn’s early adventures was to make 
her own sun-dried chili con carne, which out in the wilds could 
be turned into a gourmet meal with a bit of boiling water. 
Adventure is so much more than putting one foot before the 
other in the hills. I myself have many fond memories of 
pottering about somewhere in the Scottish Highlands, Wales or 
the Scandinavian wilderness, shoulders relaxing after having 
carried my expedition pack a whole day, looking for the perfect 
camping spot. 
 
My friends usually only became serious walkers in Vienna. The 
lovely Austrian landscape has been one factor - Delia still 
delights in ‘the miracle of green nature’.  Hiking is also an 
essentially barrier-free activity here because of the excellent 
facilities: dense networks of marked trails and mountain huts, 
somewhere to eat and sleep in almost every village, great 
public transport. Maybe outdoor life is a bit over-organized: 
Austrians rarely venture off marked trails (I can confirm that 
from experience). My friends prefer a bit of adventure. 
 

  

 

What Natalie liked best in the Vienna 
region? The Heurigen at the end of her 
walks.  



2. What does hiking do to you? 

‘Mountain walking can be a humbling experience.‘ (Delia) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can lose something on a walk and you can gain something. You can lose stress and frustrations, 
get away from the pervasive pressures of virtual culture – shit storms, you name it. ‘All negative energy 
goes’. But you also gain. The variety of this world, ‘the living experience of territory’ (Natalie), is best 
enjoyed on foot, and the rewards of hard mountain tours are sweet. You learn to be patient, to 
persevere; you gain self-confidence. And there are also things that are hard to define: ‘a feeling of 
freedom no other sport gives me’ (Serwah), the value of solitude, the immersion in nature and humility 
before its forces.  And for Carolyn getting to a hike destination by public transport was a revelation: 
‘like it or not, you have to deal with other people, you’re not in the bubble of your car.’ 

Sometimes I quoted the first sentences of Antoine De Saint Exupéry’s novel Terre des Hommes: ‘The 
earth teaches us more about ourselves than all books. Because it resists us.’ Not a book my friends 
knew, but the quote proved to be spot on. 

  

 

‘It helps you to overcome difficult situations in life‘. 
Delia jumps the Marbach in the Vienna Woods. 

 

‘A feeling of freedom no other sport gives me.’ 
(Serwah) 



3. How does youth culture discourage hiking? 

‘They haven’t tasted how sweet hard gains can be.’ (Serwah)  

When you’re young you want life to be exciting, spectacular; in that respect I suspect that very little 
has changed over the centuries. But in the past two, three decades excitement and drama have more 
or less become a matter of dully pressing a few keys. And while it is true that those keys give you access 
to a virtual world where you can put yourself in the limelight before an audience of millions, virtual 
reality also promotes a herd mentality, conformism: ‘we’re all under the same magnifying glass’ 
(Carolyn).   

A journey on foot takes place in the real world, where you will inevitably bump into – or even collide 
with - your limits. Of course a ridge walk in Tirol can give you a great adrenalin rush, especially if the 
weather plays up, but surviving such an activity requires the patient acquisition of fitness and skills 
beforehand. And on your trek you may not be able to reach your virtual friends for a couple of days, 
you may be in for a confrontation with yourself. 

If you are young and physically active you’re more likely to play soccer, take up running or work on a 
perfect body in a fitness club, and score points on the field or the beach. Walking is of course a pretty 
pedestrian activity. But none of my ‘walktalkers’ felt that there is anything to be gained by linking what 
a walker does to awards. I occasionally mentioned the British obsession with ‘bagging’ hills in various 
categories – in Scotland alone you can choose from six. This raised a chuckle: fine, if it gets people out 
of the house; but why should a journey on foot have a goal?     

 
 
  

 

Carolyn in Norway, well away from the magnifying glass. 



4. How can you get young people to walk? 
 
‘My map reading exercises with school kids were eye openers 
for them.’ (Sina) 
 
Start early, when you experience nature spontaneously with 
all your senses. You will never forget. There is a direct line 
from my own rambles in the woods after school to the 
thousands of kilometres walked in the mountains – it is still 
‘playing outside’ for me. Delia has already taken her three-
year old twins Amalia and Emmanuel on a strawberry-picking 
expedition, and with a bit of encouragement they have 
climbed their first rocks. The strawberries were a sweetener: 
kids like a fun destination - and variety on the way there. 
Pablo’s nine year old brother Noam decided to take care of 
the latter himself ages ago. During the Club’s week in the Ardennes last year he raced around our group 
like a puppy as we walked from Eupen to Ovifat; he covered much more than our 24 map kilometres. 
En passant he is becoming a fine nature photographer too, as this web site shows. 
 
A basic understanding of geography is essential to understand where we live and walk. When he still 
taught in Teheran, Sina opened his pupils’ eyes to the great outdoors with a few simple map reading 
lessons. In his opinion kids in a big city, who rarely get away from that totally artificial environment, 
benefit most from such activities.    
 
In addition, the thresholds to hiking should be as low as possible. Apart from clubs and marked trails, 
walker-friendly cities and hiking groups organized through your social networks - a good way of getting 
the reluctant hikers to join – were mentioned. To ensure that staff of international organizations keep 
their feet on the ground, those organizations should actively encourage hiking!  On the matter of info: 
in addition to the traditional maps and guidebooks most of my friends see a great information potential 
in the digital media: web sites with plenty of visual information on hikes and hiking programmes, and 
special walking apps giving you info on the weather, public transport, etc., at a glance.    

 

Noam helps his brother Pablo to read the 
map during the Ardennes trip. 

 

Sina: ‘My map reading exercises with school kids were eye openers for them.’ (In the Toiflhütte, well-known to the Club; 
Serwah on the left) 

 



5. Become an explorer!  

‘Les voyages forment la jeunesse.‘ (Travel shapes the young - French saying quoted by Pablo) 

 
But my friends want to go beyond all that. Their advice to young ‘converts’: ‘programmed’ hiking is 
something you should eventually leave behind – become an explorer! Carolyn and Natalie advocate 
unorganized/leaderless hiking. Get together with a few friends, bring your maps, and just GO! Avoid 
package tours for ‘consumers of walks’ where exotic experiences are diluted to just the right strength. 
Instead: exploit the freedom map and compass give you (GPS routes, Pablo pointed out, limit your 
initiative). Explore your limits - you’ll discover more about yourself into the bargain. And while you’ll 
have your best experiences on your own or with a couple of friends, contact with the local population 
can also be an adventure! Finally, city walks can also be an adventure, Natalie and Pablo feel: just 
follow your nose, you can always ask the way.  
 
When I started the walktalks I had no idea what the results would be, with such an apparently varied 
group. Rather to my surprise everyone had roughly similar ideas! Looking back it wasn’t all that 
surprising: on Club walks you tend to develop contacts with people who are on the same wavelength, 
and three of the ‘interviewees’ took my map and compass course. Like meets like, from Canada to 
Brazil and Uzbekistan.   

Thanks to Carolyn, Delia, Natalie, Pablo, Serwah and Sina. Special thanks to Tom Dolan, who suggested 
putting an English version of my article for Op Lemen Voeten on the Club’s web site. 

 
 

  

‘The ideal future of walking? An unorganized activity by 
people who have acquired their skills through long, hard 
experience.’ Carolyn in the Dunkelsteiner Wald. 

 

‘Go hiking without a leader or a plan.’ Natalie in an 
Austrian jungle.  

 


